


Lions Wealth offers its distribution partners a unique value proposition

This automated marketing software changes everything!

ALL-IN-ONE SOFTWARE



Lions Wealth AIO software is sales software for Lions Wealth Distributors who want to sell or refer Lions Wealth products to 
prospective customers fully automatically. The All-In-One solution helps our customers and channel partners automatically 
generate new customers, increase revenue and simplify all processes.

ALL-IN-ONE SOFTWARE



The innovative application software  
for automated lead generation!
Faster. Easier. More efficient.

Lions Wealth AIO-Software

The complete solution for Lions Wealth Distributors looking to build  
a network marketing empire. And that's guaranteed to be fully automated!

 The recipe for success as a top networker

ALL-IN-ONE SOFTWARE



JETZT MEINEN PLATZ SICHERN!

Landingpage and Funnel

Highlights.

The heart of the Lions Wealth Software is the landing page with its own funnel system. You don't have to program or 
assemble anything anymore, we've already ridden past everything for you. You only have to choose one of the two 
designs of the landing page.

Faster. Easier. More efficient.



Webinar

Highlights.

Landing Page and Funnel will take your prospects directly to your automated webinar, which we have already recorded 
and prepared for you. The automated growth of your business can begin.

Autoresponder 
Webinar Templates 
Video Player 
Webinar Chat 
Opt-In 
Webinar Bot 
Timer/Reminder 
Visitor counter 
On-Demond function

and much more…



1 2 3

Nächster Schritt

Faster. Easier. More efficient.

Lions Wealth Software is as simple as this

Insert Lions Wealth Ref-Link! Start Landingpage and Done!Select package and pay!

... and you can immediately start your successful future!



Analysis and Affiliate

Highlights.

Visitor display 
Live Visitor display 
Statistics display  
Sales display 
Traffic, Conversion rate 
Bounce rate 
Tracking-Code 
Conversion-Pixel 
ROI

and much more…One Cockpit. One Success.

Of course, your All-In-One software also has analysis tools that allow you to increase conversion and generate even more leads. 
Means for you, an even better result with the same effort and time.



The Affiliate Program

Of course, we also thought about how we could create an incentive for you to give your Lions Wealth 
Distributors the opportunity to take advantage of this software and the result was that you would be paid 
according to your own Unilevel marketing plan for recommending this complete solution to your partners. 

So you earn money from the sales software AND from the growth of your network marketing company. 
And that fully automated.

For more leads in your downline!

Another advantage for you:

Offer your partners a special added value



5%

3%

2%

1%

9%
Level  

1
You receive 9% commission on your Firstliner

Level 
2

Level  
3

Level 
4

Level 
5

You receive 5% commission on your Second Level

You receive 3% commission on your Third Level

You receive 2% commission on your Fourth Level

You receive 1% commission on your Fifth Level

The marketing plan in detail

(All you need to market the software is that you have an active software account yourself)

Qualification Details: Active Account

All levels activated!No monthly turnover to secure rank! No necessary ranks from the structure!



9% 5% 1%

STARTER

5% 3% 2%

The marketing plan in detail

Level 1

Level 5

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

For more leads in your downline

*Qualification Details: Active Account (All you need to market the software is that you have an active software account yourself)

No monthly turnover to secure rank!

No necessary ranks from the structure!

All levels activated!

Three advantages for you:

Benefit now from our automated vending machine!  
In order to finally reach the desired target group and convert your prospective customers into customers, we have prepared 

everything for you. You will generate qualified leads for your downline and increase your assets in a targeted way.



Prelaunch Discount
FOR THE LIONS WEALTH  

SOFTWARE PACKAGE

Faster. Easier. More efficient.
Guarantee of success!

All tools. All features. One account.

50%



+

597€

One Product, One Runtime, Your Success
What applies to the operation of our software also applies to our business model. We have made it as easy as possible 
for you. Book your action package now and start the automated growth of your company.

PREMIUM12

Yearly!

instead of 1194€  
only from

Per year*

Afterwards 997,00€*

50% 
discount!

597€

BUY IT NOW!

AIO-Software

costs less than  
one coffee a day.

1,65€

Our Premium12 Starter Set.



Prelaunch Phases

597€PHASE 1

Yearly*

instead 1194€ only

Afterwards 997,00€*

50% 
Discount!

NOTE: The software package is 
limited to a maximum of 100 pieces.

697€PHASE 2

Yearly*

instead 1194€ only

Afterwards 997,00€*

300€ 
Discount!

NOTE: The software package is 
limited to a maximum of 100 pieces.

797€PHASE 3

Yearly*

instead 1194€ only

Afterwards 997,00€*

200€ 
Discount!

NOTE: The software package is 
limited to a maximum of 100 pieces.

*Prices plus VAT. The account can be cancelled at any time with effect from the end of the paid usage period.

NOTE: The pre-sale discount campaign for the software package is limited to a maximum of 300 pieces and only applies to our Lions Wealth customers!

3 phases to launch day.

All prices are net prices*

Those who decide quickly should also be rewarded. That means for you, decide now and secure this low pre-launch price, also 

for the next years.



FunnelBuilder

Marketing-ToolKit

Webinar-Tool

E-Mail Marketing responder

Templates

Membership

Analysis-ToolCSM system

Automation

CRM system

MLM compensation plan

contact form

Finished landing page

Our all-in-one distribution solution to market Lions Wealth products

→ Fully automated → One Price

Buy it! And a lot more…

ALL-IN-ONE SOFTWARE

A/B Split testing



+

597€

This sales software changes everything!
Offer your partners a special added value now

Secure your pre-order in the pre-launch phase to secure this unique 
discount offer before it's no longer available.

YES! I want to secure my package!

What are you waiting for?

Lions Wealth Management  

Powered by Global Success Consulting  

www.lions-wealth.com 

PREMIUM12

Yearly!

instead of 1194€  
from only

Per year*

Afterwards 997,00€*

50% 
Discount!

NOTE: The pre-sale discount for the software package is limited to a maximum 
of 300 pieces and only applies to our Lions Wealth customers!

597€

To purchase: You will receive direct information from your sponsor.


